Date: 15 May 2024

CONSTRUCTION ALERT
Hereford College 4 Pipe Utility Extension

ITEMS OF INTEREST:
- Phase 1A directional drill pipe installation at Runk Patio starting 20 May 2024.
- Phase 1A sidewalk closure at Breezeway between Norris, Malone and Johnson Residence Halls starting 27 May through early August.
- Phase 1B sidewalk impact at the rear of Weedon and Whyburn Residence Halls starting early July-September.
- Phase 2 to impact Hereford Lawn area starting late September-December.
- Phase 3 to impact Johnson Residence Hall November 2024-January 2025.
- Schedule to coincide with various ongoing projects within the vicinity and are subject to change with alerts to accommodate.
- Utility outages to be scheduled and coordinated with HRL for service tie-ins.

BACKGROUND:
- Hereford College utility systems are provided by a sole source location at Runk Dining Hall Mechanical room. The intent of the utility extension is to provide individualized services to each facility. This will assist in future utility outages, emergency utility situations and upgrade to new infrastructure throughout the entire location.

ISSUED BY:
- Corey M. Jones, Utilities Distribution Manager- UVA FM E&U cmj9s@virginia.edu
  434.989.8416
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